Automated lineage and expression profiling in live Caenorhabditis elegans embryos.
Describing gene expression during animal development requires a way to quantitatively measure expression levels with cellular resolution and to describe how expression changes with time. Fluorescent protein reporters make it possible to measure expression dynamics in live cells by time-lapse microscopy, but it can be challenging to identify expressing cells in complex tissues and to compare expression across organisms. This protocol describes how to use automated lineage analysis to identify cells in Caenorhabditis elegans embryos expressing fluorescent reporters and how to quantify that expression with cellular resolution. Because C. elegans develops through an invariant pattern of cell divisions, every cell's identity and future fate can be predicted from its pattern of previous cell divisions. Automated analysis of images collected from embryos expressing a fluorescent histone transgene in all cells allows lineage tracing and cell identification. This provides a scaffold with which to describe expression of a second color reporter such as a fusion of a second fluorescent protein to a gene of interest or its regulatory sequences. These methods can also be used for analysis of reporter expression, cell division timing, and cell position in genetically perturbed embryos. The protocol describes how to prepare C. elegans strains containing nuclear-expressed fluorescent reporters, collect images of appropriate quality from embryos, perform automated lineage analysis, manually edit and curate the lineage, and, finally, extract and display reporter signals.